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Whooshes
TrackTitle Duration
Whoosh, airy and deep and heavy pitched and long 00:03.0
Whoosh, airy and deep, slushy, slow and long and pitched 00:06.0
Whoosh, airy drone, medium, bold and high 00:04.0
Whoosh, airy drone, slow, heavy 00:08.0
Whoosh, airy and musical spaceship pass by 00:06.0
Whoosh, airy and smooth, medium 00:06.0
Whoosh, airy and smooth, slow and long, smooth, high 00:07.0
Whoosh, airy swell with a release or flashback transition 00:05.0
Whoosh, buzzing and half hearted 00:02.0
Whoosh, nasal buzzing, medium and steady 00:06.0
Whoosh, nasal buzzing, medium, strong 00:04.0
Whoosh, buzzing then punching it 00:04.0
Whoosh, cybernetic pass by and return with a shiver 00:03.0
Cyber whoosh by pushy 00:01.0
Cyber whoosh by very slow and close 00:06.0
Whoosh, deep and airy and pitched 00:02.0
Burning fire whoosh flame by fast, punchy 00:02.0
Burning fire whoosh flame by very slow 00:03.0
Phasey burning fire whoosh by fast, right to left 00:01.0
Phasey burning fire whoosh by very slow and close 00:06.0
Whoosh, fluttering and metallic and quick 00:05.0
Whoosh, fluttering and sailing 00:04.0
Whoosh, fluttering with a wail, high 00:02.0
Harsh and thin whoosh by fast, right to left 00:01.0
Harsh and thin whoosh by very slow and close 00:06.0
Logo whoosh with a deep and musical descending buzz 00:06.0
Logo whoosh with an airy and growing cybernetic accent which then releases softly with reverb 00:10.0
Logo whoosh with an airy and slowly growing cybernetic accent which then releases softly with reverb 00:38.0
Logo whoosh with a dark descending hit 00:09.0
Logo whoosh with an electric materializing buzz 00:09.0
Logo whoosh with an electric materializing buzz and a huge hit 00:13.0
Logo whoosh with a fiery igniting accent 00:02.0
Logo whoosh with a fiery igniting and bursting accent 00:01.0
Logo whoosh with a fluttering metallic and materializing whine 00:03.0
Logo whoosh, long with a glassy hit and reverb 00:16.0
Logo whoosh, long with a glassy and sharp hit and reverb 00:14.0
Logo whoosh appearing with a metallic flutter and moving away with a ghostly accent 00:03.0
Logo whoosh with a metallic and quick groan 00:02.0
Logo whoosh with a metallic and gleaming groan 00:06.0
Logo whoosh with a metallic and slow groan 00:09.0
Logo whoosh with a slow and growing accent with a hit and fast echo 00:07.0
Logo whoosh appearing with a haunting metallic moan 00:05.0
Logo whoosh materializing with a sharp and metallic accent 00:05.0
Logo whoosh materializing with a sharp and metallic accent appearing with a subtle springy hit 00:11.0
Logo whoosh vanishing with a metallic and spooky echo 00:05.0
Logo whoosh solidifying and ringing with a subsonic hit 00:07.0
Logo whoosh appearing and solidifying with a subsonic accent 00:04.0
Whoosh, metallic and groaning slowly 00:09.0
Whoosh, metallic and sharp and slow 00:14.0
Power down whoosh with an airy and deep and muscular accent 00:10.0
Power up whoosh with a hollow ring off 00:03.0
Power up whoosh with a slushy and accelerating accent 00:01.0
Whoosh, ripping with a buffet 00:04.0
Whoosh, ripping and fiery, high 00:03.0
Whoosh, ripping, high 00:03.0
Whoosh, ripping with a ripple 00:04.0
Whoosh, ripping with a ripple, high 00:03.0
Whoosh, ripping with a whine to fire, high 00:04.0
Whoosh, ripping with a whine to fire, low 00:07.0
Title whoosh with an airy and a deep doppler 00:04.0
Title whoosh with an airy and a high doppler 00:01.0
Title whoosh with an airy and a very fast doppler 00:01.0
Title whoosh fluttering up and releasing slowly 00:07.0
Transition whoosh glowing and building to a hit 00:03.0
Transition whoosh glowing and hitting then diminishing 00:03.0
Transition whoosh with a hollow glow swirling and building 00:03.0
Warbling gritty whoosh by very slow 00:03.0
Stick whoosh brushing strongly 00:00.0
Whip whoosh in the air 00:00.0
Whip whoosh in the air with thumps 00:00.0
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